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Mal Campbell fitting his registration plate onto Raymond;
an RMC that has been off
the road since 1990. Story
page 8

Editorial

Thank you to Mike Bramwell who supplied the
story about the Riley contribution to developing
It has been some time since the editor has had
detachable wheels. Thank you also to Chris
time to play with his own Rileys but an end
Reynolds and Trevor Taylor who supplied stocame to that this weekend with the completion
ries and photographs about outings and introof a little project in the backyard and another
ducing new member, Glen Taylor to the club.
one with Mal Campbell on his RMC.
Of interest to the editor is this 1924 side-valve
It will be good to get back to Harold, the Riley 9
belonging to Alan Ashby. He is thinking of havMk 3. All he needs is a body, an engine and a
ing kingpins and bushes made. Isn’t it gorfew instruments and he will be on the road
geous?
again. How is your restoration activity proceeding? The editor is always interested in receiving restoration or other stories about your motorcar project. If you would like to see the story
about your project in the magazine he would
be willing to visit and write up the story for you.
On other matters, Tuesday’s gathering will be
the first of regular day time meetings. If you
don’t drive at night this is your opportunity to
support your Riley Motor Club.

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month
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September activity: The Bunya Mountains trip by Chris Reynolds

Our Club Captain, Wendy, arranged a wonderful trip to the Bunya Mountains from 16th to the
18th of September, a trip which will be memorable for all who participated.
Many of the group met up at a cafe at Woodford, on the D’Aquila highway for a delightful
morning tea, and the travelled in Riley Convoy
up the highway and up into the mountains. A
great trip, travelling at just under the speed limit
all the way.

at the local wildlife, with the area abounding
with wallabies and birds.
In the evening we all enjoyed a great soup supper and delicious desert, provided by our wonderful club captain.

Next morning we assembled for morning tea at
the cafe, including our first tastes of the famed
Bunya Nuts, followed by one of the walks in the
area. The forest is a very scenic rain forest with
very plentiful Bunya trees and Hoop pines: lots
The village in the mountains is a collection of
to see. Then it was back to the cafe for lunch
mountain homes, mostly for rent, plus a cafe
and a “free” afternoon for exploring, talking or
and licenced bar/restaurant all in the middle of relaxing (I took the opportunity to explore the
the mountain area. You can easily see why it is various walking tracks a bit further).
popular with visitors. As someone who had
Later that evening we all had a meal at the
never been there before and, in fact never pre- restaurant and the following morning shared a
viously heard of the place, it was a real delight farewell morning tea before setting off back
and eye opener.
home.
On arrival we all checked in to our accommodation and had some time for exploring, meeting up with other attendees and looking at and
discussing our cars of course. We also looked

All in all a wonderful break in a delightful spot
that I’ll now look forward to visiting again sometime.

September Breakfast Run to the Gantry, D'Aguilar National Park

Above: The picture shows the cars ready
for their Le Mans start from Samford.

This outing was our most successful brekkie
run so far. Thanks to Elizabeth and Katherine for the suggestion.

The run to the Gantry on Mt Mee was terrific.

A total of 7 cars left Samford joined by more
enroute .

A total of 11 cars and 16 club members and
guests enjoyed a great morning.

Welcome to New Member Glen Taylor and his RMA to the RMCQ
Glen Taylor is used to driving cars, as he
works as a limo driver on Bribie Island, but this
is his first Riley. Like most of us he loves the
appearance of the car and is now beginning to
enjoy the acquaintance .

Glen is slowly building up his confidence in the
car by taking it out on short runs at this stage,
but plans longer runs to join up with other
members once he's sure that there are no residual bugs.
Adjacent: Glen and above and below his
RMA

His car is a lovely example of an early RMA
in red livery and with a pristine interior featuring the round instruments of the earlier RMs.
The engine starts easily and runs very
smoothly. The wiring loom has been recently
renewed and there are additional fuses fitted,
which is a plus!

Lindsay Stephens Historian & Librarian -

The Riley Car Club of New Zealand Inc.
Google are switching off their classic sites offering next year and are withdrawing support
this year. I have taken the hint and established
a new version of our online library with their
new site tools.

https://sites.google.com/view/the-riley-carsonline-library/home

The old site will remain operative until the end
of this month (September 2020) meanwhile
here is a link to the new site:

Kind regards,
Lindsay
Library Link: https://sites.google.com/site/
historianrileyccnz/

Please let me know if you experience any access problems.

October Activities
Tuesday Morning 6th: Riley Tinkerers at the
Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities,
friendship and technical advice. BYO lunch and
drinks. Tea and coffee provided.
Sunday 11th 10 AM:: A visit to Greenstock
Nursery. A Riley Member, Ian Handy will host
us at his nursery at 45 Irwin Road,
Elimbah. The nursery is on 93 acres and Ian
employs 120 staff and has offered golf buggies
for us to get around which will be enormous
fun. Ian will also give us a talk about the business. So the plan is:
Arrive 10am at 45 Irwin Road, Elimbah. Park
upto approx. 200meters from the entrance
gate, there will be a sign – morning tea will be
supplied.
Tour and
talk
BYO lunch and drinks.
There will be a raffle, Ian has kindly donated a
potted plant

Tuesday Morning 13th: Riley Tinkerers
at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, friendship and technical advice. Bring
your Riley. There will be an opportunity to put
your Riley on the car hoist, receive technical
advice and help with mechanical and electrical
issues. Tea and coffee provided.

Tuesday 13th 11 AM: Monthly Meeting of
the RMCQ at the Riley Clubhouse, 38
Showgrounds Drive, Highvale 4520, Samford Show Grounds.

Tuesday 13th at noon: The club is offering a free sausage sizzle and there is an invitation to remain afterwards to try out the car
hoist and utilize any of the tools available at
the club house.
Tuesday Morning 20th and 27th: Riley Tinkerers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration
activities, friendship and technical advice. BYO
lunch and drinks. Tea and coffee provided

Rudge-Whitworth hub by Keith Howard Motorsport magazine May 2001
Invented to deal quickly with frequent punctures, this rapid-release system became
standard in Grand Prix racing and lasted
until the 1960s. Keith Howard describes
why the knock-off hub-spinner is even more
ingenious than it looks.

Rudge Cycle Co to form Rudge-Whitworth Ltd.
The other was Victor Riley of the rival Riley Cycle Co.

When the car they were travelling in suffered a
puncture, the two men agreed there must be a
better way of dealing with a flat tyre than the
Legend has it that the centrelock wheel — orig- Stepney rim system then in use, whereby rim
inally known as the QD (quickly detachable)
and tyre were removed from the wheel and a
wheel — came into being as a result of two
replacement slid into place. Inspired by this
Coventry men sharing a car one day during the shared experience, Pugh and Riley each deearly 1900s.
signed centreOne of them
lock wheels
was John
that could be
Pugh, whose
quickly refather Charles
moved by unhad estabdoing a single
lished the
large wheel
Whitworth Cynut, although
cle Co in 1891
the details of
1912 Riley Torpedo with
and three
their fixing aryears later res- detachable wheels
rangements
cued the ailing
differed.

Legend also has it that, following many years
of consequent patent litigation between their
two companies, Pugh and Riley agreed to bury
the hatchet in a train carriage on the eve of
WWI.

fraction of the drive and/or braking torque so
as to reduce the load on the hub splines. And
third, they made the wheel-retaining nut selftightening — or as Donald Bastow (ex-RollsRoyce, ex-Bentley, etc) was to express it many
years later, “perhaps more importantly, not self
Whatever the truth of these two incidents, the -loosening”. To picture why, imagine that the
essentials are correct. Rudge-Whitworth, Riley nut loosens slightly so that the tapers on the
and the Goodyear Wheel Company were all
wheel and nut touch at only one point on their
involved in prolonged legal wranglings as to
circumferences.
who owned the intellectual rights to the detachable wheel, right up until the outbreak of hostil- Because the male taper is now of smaller efities in 1914. In fact the Great War intervened fective diameter than the female taper, rotation
in more ways than one. Once it was over, Riley of the wheel on the hub under braking will
considered there were bigger fish to fry and
cause the nut to rotate on its thread. If this rowithdrew from wheel manufacture, despite
tation is in the correct direction — which is enhaving supplied a remarkable 183 car makers sured by using differently handed threads on
worldwide by 1912. Rudge-Whitworth contineither side of the car— then the nut will autoued.
matically retighten itself.
Amazingly, the Rudge-Whitworth wheel was
originally sold as what today we’d call an aftermarket fitment. Automobile tyres were in their
infancy in the early years of last century and
tediously puncture-prone, so being able to repair a flat tyre quickly was important. Pugh’s
centre-lock wheel was fast to remove and replace but, like the Riley equivalent, it required
changes to the hub as well as to the wheel itself.

In the original Rudge-Whitworth design, the
male taper was on the wheel and the female
taper on the nut, so the car’s left-hand wheels
required a right-hand thread and vice versa.
On wheels where the male taper is on the
spinner (such as those fitted decades later to
Special Equipment versions of the original Lotus Elan) the thread sense is reversed.

If it sounds a precarious arrangement, competition proved otherwise. At the 1908 TT race,
So hub and wheel kits were offered as replace- 21 of the 35 entrants used Rudge-Whitworth
ments for the most popular cars of the time,
wheels, and only one of the finishers didn’t use
some hubs even including brake drums. If eve- it. By 1913, the use of detachable (Rudge and
ryday motoring was blighted by tyre unreliabil- Riley) wire wheels was universal in grands
ity, in the emerging sport of motor racing it was prix, and they were widely employed immedia major issue. Being able to change a wheel
ately after WWI on such LSR contenders as
quickly in the event of a puncture, or when the Henry Segrave’s Sunbeam Tiger and Parry
tyres were worn, could win you races. So it
Thomas’s 1926 Babs.
was inevitable the detachable wheel should
find its way into competition. Some people fret- Italian Carlo Borrani licensed the RudgeWhitted about retaining a wheel with a solitary nut worth design for his famous wire wheels, which
— particularly one that lacked the Riley
Ferrari used on its grand prix cars into the earwheel’s evolving positive locking arrangements ly 1960s. Rudge’s wheels were also used by
— but they didn’t appreciate the subtlety of
German giants Auto Union and Mercedes durPugh’s design.
ing the 1930s, proving themselves well able to
transmit engine power in excess of 500bhp
By an apparent miracle, it was self-tightening. and sustain speeds of over 250mph in the
In its essentials the Rudge-Whitworth wheel
Rekondwoche runs. All with just a couple of
comprised three key components: a splined
firm, not heavy, blows of a copper-faced hamhub and two pairs of matching tapers (conical mer to tighten the eared spinners — a refinesurfaces), one comprising the inboard end of
ment of the original Rudge design introduced
the hub and the inboard wheel centre, and the by Peugeot in 1913, in place of a large spansecond the retaining nut and outboard wheel
ner.
centre. These tapers served three functions.
First, they automatically centred the wheel on But the 1930s weren’t kind to Rudge. Profits
the hub. Second, they transmitted a significant had been largely spent on its motorcycle

racing exploits, so when the Great Slump
struck, there was nothing in the kitty to tide the
company over. The Receiver had to be called in
and Rudge was sold off piecemeal. When John
Pugh died, broken-hearted, in 1936, only the
motorcycle business remained.
EMI, of all people, eventually bought that with
the intention of moving operations to its Hayes
factory in Middlesex, but war with Germany
once again intervened. Jaguar acquired the
rights to Rudge’s wheel business and together
with Dunlop continued to exploit the design —
first with wire wheels, then disc wheels — long
after WWII finished, on the XICs, C-type, Dtype and E-type. Similar designs were used by

others like MG. Simple, effective, failsafe, the
Rudge-Whitworth wheel was an object lesson
in how a little original thought can save a lot of
engineering complication. So why isn’t it still
used?
(According to David Styles in his book, ‘As old
as the Industry’ on page 17 it is said that in
1913 Riley decided to discontinue making motor cars in their factory because detachable
wheels were making more money. At least 183
manufacturers were buying Riley detachable
wheels. The Riley brothers then commenced
the Riley Motor Manufacturing Company to
continue building motor cars next door.)

Finishing touches on Raymond
There was a number of electrical components
missing or fitted in interesting places that surprised me. They are mysteries that will never
be solved as sadly the previous custodian died
prior to completing the restoration. One thing
that became certain during the restoration was
that the work done on the RMC had been done
in the early 1990s and then the project had
been set aside for other restorations. Evidence
of this included new tyres that had been fitted
around 1991, tradesmen’s invoices of the same
period and completed work on brake parts that
had perished while the vehicle waited for the
finishing touches.

part could be found under the house or on one
of the RMs in the front yard.

One interesting thing was that a solenoid had
been fitted to the scuttle, but the starter motor
was an early specimen, and a solenoid was
fitted to it as well. Mentioned in a previous article many of the wires terminated in interesting
places indicating that Raymond’s custodian
was uncertain whether a part could be restored
such as the horn/trafficator/high and low beam
switch and it may have been thought that an
after market indicator was required. Following
the restoration of the part that involved fitting
an assortment of RM components the wires
were re-routed to the base of the steering shaft
While working on the brakes it was discovered where relays were fitted to take the load off the
wires and components in the steering column
that the rubbers in the master cylinder although
and trafficator.
new had passed their use by date. The low
pressure and high-pressure hoses on the cylinSolenoids
der were cracked and hard. The pipe running
to the master cylinder reservoir was missing as
was the master cylinder, itself. The fuel pump
actually occupied the space where the reservoir should have been. All of the wheel cylinders had been sleeved but the rubbers had become contaminated in whatever was used to
preserve them One of the wheel cylinders, an
early cast iron specimen had been broken at
the fixing point and it had been repaired with a
cast iron weld but when a spanner was applied
to the fixing nut the weld failed. Fortunately, all
of the parts that were missing could be replaced with new parts or another second-hand

Missing parts included the door stops. No
problem you may think; an RMB part could be
fitted. Not so. The narrowness and swing of
the doors are different from other RMBs and
RMDs requiring something different. Earlier, in
one of the boxes of parts for JYM, a doorstop
was found that seemed to be made for the job.
It was replicated but the shaft was made longer just in case there were variations between
the two RMCs. When fitted it didn’t quite do the
job, so it was tweaked and then re-tweaked
until the door swung open without the door
stop binding in the door or on the other side of
the door post. Incidentally, the space behind
the door post was the location for the trafficator
and both needed to be accommodated in a
fairly tight space.

The screws used were domed stainless steel
and they fitted well. The lock itself is quite interesting. It has the same angled narrow opening to receive the male fitting on the roadster
body and a quick operation bolt that guaranteed a secure fitting so that the door could not
rattle open when the Riley was being driven.
Ian Henderson would argue that even so the
door can shake free when the roadster was in
operation so a helpful addition may be a decorative chain to add a second securing device.

Above: The door stops made for Raymond
New door cards and quarter panel cards came
with the RM, but they were not finished so suitable hide and bind was purchased and the
cards were fitted. The door timbers were original so the drillings for the screws were used to
fit the door lock and window supports.

Above: The body of the lock is similar to
the RMD but the mechanism is a quick release and the lever could easily be bumped
by an occupant
One thing not seen previously was the original
decorative hood bead that ran around the back
of the tub to hide the fixings for the hood. It is
composed of a thin brass half ‘D’ section that
has a chrome surface. Into this, nails were located, and lead was poured into the cavity to
secure the nails in their position. The bead was
then fixed to the timber surround on the back
of the tub by careful hammering the surround
onto the join between the hood and the tub.
The three parts that came with Raymond still
had the stubs of the nails, but a previous custodian had drilled countersunk holes to receive
domed countersunk screws.

The chrome was cleaned using ‘Blue Magic’, a
product that was on the shelf at the local car
shop. A Dremel buff attachment was used to
speed up the cleaning procedure and the ‘D’
section was turned over and the nail stubs
ground off using a Dremel grinding attachment.
The chrome bead was then attached using
domed countersunk screws. The procedure
sounds easy, but it took some massaging to fit
the bead to the new ‘slightly different from original’ tub timbers.

Above: The chrome strips being polished
and below fitted to the RMC

An incidental issue was the Ammeter. It didn’t
work. This was removed and another one fitted
that did work and following examination it was
decided that the clear window material used to
allow the light to shine into the ammeter had
fallen into the instrument fouling the needle.
The generator wasn’t generating either, but
this was left until after the roadworthy scheduled for the coming week. Like many Riley enthusiasts there were four or five generators
that had been accumulated over the years on
a shelf in the garage.

The last thing to do prior to the road worthy
was to adjust the bonnet catches and lo and
behold it was discovered that the ‘C’ sections
that received the catches on the driver’s side
of the bonnet were missing. A small frustration.
So, another trip under the house was called for
and a bonnet half was retrieved with the ‘C’
sections and with some careful tweaking and
lubrication the parts came off without braking.
Unfortunately the holding brackets on the hood
were too close to the bonnet for my fingers so
the pop rivets holding the bracket to the hood
were ground off and the ‘C’ section fitted and
new rivets were fitted to secure the bracket.
The bonnet catches were then ‘roughly’ adjusted, the bonnet halves secured, and the Riley
was ready for the roadworthy.
Following our return from the road worth examination there were three things to clear up; a
minor oil leak, the non functioning generator
and the fuel gauge. After a careful search, it
was discovered that the oil leak was coming
from the fixing bolt that held the central exhaust camshaft bearing in place. This bolt is
fitted through the block behind the exhaust
manifold just above and to the right of the oil
pressure relief valve. Upon examination it was
found to be a bodgie that not only did not hold
the bearing in place but was loose in the side
of the block.

Above: The bodgie bolt on the left with a
nut and washer as a spacer. The correct
bolt, on the right has a pointed tip that fits
into a drilling in the bearing and is sealed
with a copper washer.

The fuel gauge was the next thing to be looked
at. The issue was that when the ignition was
switched on the gauge needle would slam
across to full. Most times this indicated a poor
earth on the gauge. There were no problems
there. RMC custodians know that there are
two sender units on the fuel tank; one in the
middle for measuring the amount of fuel in the
bottom half of the tank and the top sender
which is situated next to the filler on the passenger side of the tank. So, after checking for
continuity in the wire to the bottom sender unit
a spare sender unit was connected to the wire
running from the petrol gauge with the body
earthed to the positive terminal on the battery.
The unit worked. That meant a dead sender
unit and of course it was the bottom unit on the

tank and the hardest to remove and replace.
The last issue was the non functioning generator. Wise Riley gurus were consulted and it
was explained that generators can be tested
on the bench by bridging the two terminals (D
and F) and connecting a 12 volt bulb with one
wire connected to the terminals and the other
on the body while spinning the generator. If the
generator worked the 12 volt globe would light
up. The other option is to bridge the connections and connect it the negative terminal on
your battery and the positive to the body of the
generator. If it alive it will motor. So that is the
project of the moment.

For Sale and seeking partners in the manufacture of side-valve kingpins
I have been sorting through some stuff and found a pair of personalised plates 25 RIL originally
intended for a 2 ½ litre or 1925 Riley. They cost $500 but would let them go for $400
Regards,
Mike Bramwell
mbramwell@stpatricks.qld.edu.au

Alan Ashby is in the very early stages of a restoration of a 1924 side valve Riley and is getting
some new kingpins and bushes manufactured. He is wondering if anyone else would need some
as well and is looking for expressions of interest at this point. He has no idea of the cost yet, he
is just seeing if there is any market for them. You can contact him via email
at alan.j.ashby100@gmail.com
Matthew French

